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Abstract
Since Hart's [5] and Werner's [10] seminal papers, several condi-
tions have been proposed to show the existence of equilibrium in an
asset exchange economy with short-selling. In this note, we discuss
the relationship between two no-arbitrage conditions. The ¯rst con-
dition is the assumption that the individually rational utility set U is
compact, as considered by Dana, Le Van and Magnien [1]. The sec-
ond is inconsequential arbitrage, introduced by Page, Wooders and
Monteiro [9]. The main result of this comparison is to show that the
inconsequential arbitrage condition is stronger than the assumption
that U is compact.
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1
1 Introduction
In a seminal paper, Hart [5] establishes the existence of equilibrium in
an asset exchange economy with general portfolio feasible sets that are not
necessarily bounded below. Unlike the Arrow-Debreu model, there is no ex-
ogenous lower bound for agents' feasible portfolio assets due to the fact that
unbounded short sales are allowed. Unbounded-from-below consumption
sets also appear in temporary equilibrium models, Green [3], Grandmont
[2], another important class of economic models. More recently, Werner [10]
extends the analysis to a general equilibrium setting and provides an orig-
inal and deep existence theorem. In response to these pioneering papers,
a large literature has emerged on the existence of equilibrium when short
sales are unbounded; see for example Milne [6], Hammond [4], Page [8] and
Nielsen [7].
The purpose of the present note is to examine the relationship between
the compactness of the individually rational utility set U , as considered by
Dana, Le Van and Magnien [1] and inconsequential arbitrage, introduced by
Page, Wooders and Monteiro[9]. Our main result is to show that inconse-
quential arbitrage is stronger than the assumption that U is compact. The
importance of these two conditions, U compactness and inconsequential ar-
bitrage, is that they encompass many no-arbitrage conditions developed in
the earlier literature. When the individually rational utility set U is com-
pact, it follows that unbounded arbitrage opportunities are exhausted in the
utility space. This is su±cient for existence because we are only concerned
with the utility level of any attainable portfolio. Inconsequential arbitrage,
by contrast, deals with the arbitrage direction generated by any sequence of
unbounded net trades. Therefore, the existence proof using this condition
is based on logic similar to the so called \Back-up" argument of Hart(1974).
The note is organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the basic
model and the two conditions: compactness of the individually rational util-
ity set U and inconsequential arbitrage. Section 3 is devoted to our main
result. We will show that inconsequential arbitrage implies that the utility
set is compact. The idea of the proof is to set up a sequence of n-bounded
economies and then show that the utility set of the original economy coin-
cides with the utility set of this sequence of bounded economies when n is
su±ciently large provided that inconsequential arbitrage is satis¯ed. In the
last section, we provide an example where U is compact and inconsequential
arbitrage does not hold.
2
2 The basic model
We consider an asset exchange economy E = ((Xi; ui; ei)i=1::::;m); with `
assets and m investors. For every i = 1: : : : ;m; Xi ½ R` is the choice set of
the i-th investor, ei 2 Xi her/his initial endowment vector and ui : Xi ! R
her/his utility function.
We denote by A the set of attainable and individually rational allocations
of the economy E; that is:
A = f(xi) 2
mY
i=1
Xi j
mX
i=1
xi =
mX
i=1
ei and ui(xi) ¸ ui(ei), 8ig:
Let Ai be the projection of A on Xi; that is :
Ai = fxi 2 Xi j (x1; : : : ; xm) 2 Ag:
We also denote by U the individually rational utility set of the economy
E; that is:
U = f(vi) 2 Rm+ j 9x 2 A, s:t. ui(ei) · vi · ui(xi), 8ig:
We make the following assumptions. For all i = 1; : : : ;m,
[A.1] Xi is a closed, convex subset of R`;
[A.2] ui is strictly quasi-concave;
[A.3] ui is upper semi-continuous.
We say that y 2 R`m is an arbitrage of the economy E if y is the limit
of some sequence ¸nxn with ¸n # 0 and (xn) 2 A: We shall denote by:
arb(E) = fy 2 R`m j 9(xn) 2 A; ¸n # 0; y = lim
n!+1 ¸
nxng:
the set of all arbitrage of E . We shall denote also by
arbseq(y) = f(xn) 2 A j 9¸n # 0; y = lim
n!+1 ¸
nxng;
the set of all arbitrage sequences corresponding to y 2 arb(E):
De¯nition 2.1 The economy E satis¯es the Inconsequential arbitrage con-
dition if for all y 2 arb(E) and (xn) 2 arbseq(y), there exists an ² > 0 such
that for all n su±ciently large
xni ¡ ²yi 2 Xi and ui(xni ¡ ²yi) ¸ ui(xni ); 8i:
3
3 Inconsequential Arbitrage implies U is com-
pact
In order to prove that the inconsequential arbitrage condition implies that
the individually rational utility set U is compact, we need a notion of
bounded economies. Given a positive integer n, an n-bounded economy is
denoted by En = ((Xni ; ui; ei)i=1::::;m) where Xni = Xi \B(0; n): We choose
n large enough so that ei 2 B(0; n); for all i = 1: : : : ;m: For each positive
integer n, the set of individually rational attainable allocations An and the
set of individually rational utility allocations Un for the bounded economy
En are de¯ned in a similar way to the de¯nition of A and U . That is:
An = f(xi) 2
mY
i=1
Xni j
mX
i=1
xi =
mX
i=1
ei and ui(xi) ¸ ui(ei); 8ig;
Un = f(vi) 2 Rm+ j 9x 2 An, s:t. ui(ei) · vi · ui(xi), 8ig:
It is obvious that under [A.1]-[A.3], Un is compact, since An is bounded.
We now state the main result of this section.
Proposition 3.1 Under [A.1]-[A.3], if the economy E satis¯es the incon-
sequential arbitrage condition, then there exists an integer n0 such that for
all n ¸ n0, Un = U and therefore U is compact.
Proof of Proposition 3.1 Suppose the contrary. Since Un ½ Un+1 ½ U ; it
follows that for all n, U 6½ Un. Then, we can take a sequence of attainable
allocations (xn) 2 A such that
8x 2 An, 9i such that ui(xi) < ui(xni ):
We de¯ne the set
Bn = fx 2 A j ui(xi) ¸ ui(xni ); 8ig:
Let us consider the optimisation problem
Pn =
(
inf
Pm
i=1 kxik
x 2 Bn
Claim 3.1 Pn has a solution zn 2 Bn.
Proof of Claim 3.1 It is clear that Bn is a nonempty closed subset ofR`m.
Moreover, the function fn : x 7¡! Pmi=1 jjxijj de¯ned on Bn is continuous
and coercive. Then the problem Pn has a solution zn 2 Bn:2
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Claim 3.2 limn!+1
Pm
i=1 kzni k = +1:
Proof of Claim 3.2 Since zn 2 Bn, it follows that zn 62 An: But zn is an
attainable allocation, and therefore we must have zn 62 Qmi=1(Xi \ B(0; n)):
Hence
Pm
i=1 kzni k > n:2
Let y denote any cluster point of the sequence z
nPm
i=1 kzni k
:
Claim 3.3 For n su±ciently large and for all 0 < ² · 1
mX
i=1
kzni ¡ ²yik <
mX
i=1
kzni k:
Proof of Claim 3.3 We ¯rst remark that, if yi = 0; then kzni ¡ ²yik =kzni k: Moreover, I0 := fi j yi 6= 0g 6= ;; since Pmi=1 kyik = 1: Hence for all
i 2 I0; we have
kzni ¡ ²yik · kzni ¡ ²z
n
iPm
i=1 kzni kk + k
²zniPm
i=1 kzni k ¡ ²yik
= kzni k + ²(k z
n
iPm
i=1 kzni k ¡ yik ¡ k
zniPm
i=1 kzni kk):
Since
lim
n!+1(k
zniPm
i=1 kzni k ¡ yik ¡ k
zniPm
i=1 kzni kk) = ¡kyik < 0;
we obtain for n su±ciently large
(k z
n
iPm
i=1 kzni k ¡ yik ¡ k
zniPm
i=1 kzni kk) < 0:
We can conclude kzni ¡ ²yik < kzni k:2
To end the proof we notice that from the inconsequential arbitrage con-
dition, it follows that for some ² > 0; and for n su±ciently large zn¡²y 2 Bn,
which contradicts Claim 3.3 since zn is a solution of Pn:2
4 Example
In this section we provide an example in which we have compact U while
inconsequential arbitrage is not satis¯ed. Consider the economy with two
consumers and three commodities.
Consumer 1 has the following characteristics:
X1 = R3+
5
u1(x; y; z) =
½ x+y
y+1 if x 2 [0; 1]
x if x ¸ 1
e1 = (0; 0; 0).
Consumer 2 has the following characteristics:
X2 = [¡1;+1[£R¡ £R+
u2(x; y; z) = z
e2 = (0; 0; 0).
The set of individually rational attainable allocations is:
A = f(x; y; 0); (¡x;¡y; 0) 2 R6 j x 2 [0; 1]; y 2 R+g:
Hence
u(A) = f(x+ y
y + 1
; 0) j x 2 [0; 1]; y 2 R+g
= [0; 1] £ f0g:
Since U = (u(A) + R2¡) \ R2+, we have also U = [0; 1] £ f0g; and thereforeU is compact.
In order to prove that inconsequential arbitrage is not satis¯ed, we de¯ne
the sequence (xn) 2 A; where
xn1 = (0; n; 0) and x
n
2 = (0;¡n; 0):
Then
u1(xn1) = 1 ¡ 1n+ 1 and u2(x
n
2 ) = 0:
Let
y1 = (0; 1; 0) and y2 = (0;¡1; 0):
It is clear that y 2 arb(E) and (xn) 2 arbseq(y). But for all ² > 0 and for
all n; we have
u1(xn1 ¡ ²y1) = 1 ¡ 1n¡ ²+ 1 < u1(x
n
1) = 1 ¡ 1n+ 1 :2
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